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Summary

l

Summary
In order to obtain better design tools for the mechanical properties of fibre-reinforced
composites such as unidirectional tensile strength and impact behaviour, insight into the
microfeatures governing these properties is necessary. In this report it is attempted to gain
a deeper understanding about some of these microfeatures, namely the fibre/matrix
interface strength, the stress transfer mechanism from the matrix to the fibre, fibre/matrix
debonding, and the increased stress concentrations after an initial fibre break.
In order to get this understanding two kinds of experiments have been carried out. First,
single-filament fragmentation tests using carbon fibres with oxidative surface treatment
levels of 0% to 200% with respect to the commercial surface treatment level have been
performed, in order to gain a better insight into the influence of the fibre/matrix interface
strength on the failure process. The failure process was both quantitatively and
qualitatively monitored with the aid of an acoustic emission setup and polarized-light
microscopy. From the results it is believed that the stress transfer mechanism from the
matrix to the fibre is a combination of debonding and local yielding of the matrix at the
interface. Hence, the fragmentation test cannot provide an exact value for the fibre/matrix
interface strength for this fibre/matrix system, it only supplies a value relative to the yield
strength of the matrix. In the case of untreated and 10% treated fibres, it is concluded
from observed stick-slip behaviour that the interfacial shear strength is less than, or equal
to, the matrix yield stress. A further increase in surface treatment to 200% decreases the
debonded length only moderately. Here, the interface strength is higher than the yield
strength of the matrix.
In order to check the hypothesis of stress transfer by a locally yielding matrix, a numerical
simulation of the fibre fragmentation process is performed based on the concept of matrix
yielding. Good agreement between the experimental and simulation results is obtained.
The simulation also showed that the in situ fibre strength, i.e. the strength inside a matrix,
of carbon fibre is different from the ex situ fibre strength, i.e. the strength in air.
Secondly, experiments on microcomposites containing several parallel aligned carbon
fibres embedded in an epoxy matrix were performed, in order to investigate the influence
of the stress concentrations after an initial fibre break on the failure of the adjacent fibres.
The experiments show that fibre-fibre interactions, or so-called coordinated failure, takes
place at inter-fibre spacings less than nine fibre diameters, whereas random failure occurs
at higher spacings than nine fibre diameters. To get insight into the stress situation at the
different inter-fibre spacings, three-dimensional finite element calculations were performed.
The calculations show that at the critical inter-fibre spacing of nine fibre diameters, the
maximum stress concentration factor and the enhanced failure probability in the adjacent
fibre are 1.031 and 1.047, respectively. Decreasing the inter-fibre spacing results in increased stresses and, consequently, higher enhanced failure probabilities in the adjacent fibre.
The calculations also show that matrix plasticity has a significant influence on the stress
situation of both the broken and the neighbouring fibres, in the way that matrix plasticity
results in higher stresses in the adjacent fibres.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Microphenomena and macroscopic properties

Nowadays, fibre reinforced plastics have found increased use in the aircraft and
automotive industries. In these industries, composite materials are mainly used in high
demanding structures. Surprisingly, the design tools are, however, still relatively simple
due to a lack of fundamental understanding of such fibre reinforced materials. For
instance, a straightforward rule of mixtures is often used to predict the unidirectional (UD)
strength 0c (for a fibre strain lower than the matrix strain):
(1.1)
in which Vi and Vm are the fibre and the matrix volume fractions, Ef and Em are the fibre
is the failure strain of the fibres. This rule of
and the matrix Young's moduli, and
mixture is only valid when all the fibres have the same intrinsic strength. It is, however,
well known that the fibre strength varies in a statistically determined wayl,2 (see also
Appendix A). In addition, although UD strength is generally fibre controlled, also the level
of fibre/matrix adhesion is found to influence the UD strength significantly. Contradictory
results have, however, been found 3,4. For example, Ivens et aC report a maximum
longitudinal strength at intermediate fibre treatment levels, whereas Norita et al. 4 report a
decrease in UD tensile strength at an increasing surface treatment level. Thus, the above
given rule of mixtures for the composite UD strength is rather simplistic and needs
improvement to be able to make more realistic predictions for the UD tensile strength of
fibre-reinforced composites.

e;

In order to come to better macroscopic predictions, insight into microfeatures such as the
statistical distribution of fibre strength, interface strength, stress build-up in the fibres,
debonding, and stress concentration factors in neighbouring fibres after an initial fibre
break, is required. The influence of the fibre/matrix interface strength on the failure
process, for instance, is schematically depicted in Figure 1.1. A low interface strength
results in extensive fibre/matrix debonding. Consequently, the increased stress
concentrations around a break are spread out over a large area, i.e. they are low. 'Brushlike' tensile failure is the result. At an intermediate interface strength there is less
debonding resulting in a more effective stress take-up in a broken fibre, i.e. a higher
tensile strength compared to the low interface strength case. At high interface strengths
debonding is absent, resulting in very high local stress concentrations around a fibre break.
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Consequently, the composite will fail in a very brittle way. Thus, insight into the
fibre/matrix interface strength and the stress concentrations around a fibre break are of
eminent importance if one wants to predict, for instance, the UD tensile strength. It is,
however, very difficult, if not impossible, to quantify these microphenomena with the aid
of indirect test methods on UD laminates, such as a UD tensile test or an Inter-Laminar
Shear Stress (ILSS) test. Figure 1.2, for instance, shows the influence of the fibre/matrix
adhesion on the UD tensile failure process of a carbon/glass/epoxy hybrid. An increase in
surface treatment results in a more brittle failure pattern. The fibre/matrix interface
strength and the stress concentrations can, however, not be quantified. Consequently, other
experimental techniques are required.

,

Ie

Poor adhesion

Figure 1.1

Intermediate adhesion

n
:>

Good adhesion

The influence of the fibre/matrix interface
strength on the failure process; (a) low,
(b) intermediate and (c) high interface
strength.

A technique developed to determine the fibre/matrix interface strength in a UD laminate is
the fibre indentation technique 5-7• In this technique, the force required to push a fibre
deeper into the matrix is measured. Using a model to describe the test, a value for the
fibre/matrix interface can be ascertained. Two other techniques developed to directly
determine the fibre/matrix interface strength are the fibre pull-out technique and the
microdebond technique7,S-13. These techniques use a microcomposite consisting of a single
fibre embedded in a matrix. In order to obtain a value for the fibre/matrix interface
strength, the force required to pull the fibre out of the matrix is measured. The
indentation, pull-out and microdebond techniques, however, cannot provide insight into the
failure process, i.e. for instance fibre/matrix debonding and the stress transfer mechanism.
In order to get this insight, in this report another technique is used, namely the single fibre
fragmentation technique7,14-21. In this technique, a single fibre is embedded in a dog-bone
shape tensile bar. Upon straining the tensile bar, the fibre progressively breaks into smaller
segments due to stress transfer from the matrix to the fibre. From the resulting fragment
length distribution a value for the fibre/matrix interface strength can be obtained.
Furthermore, the failure process can be on-line monitored visually to gain information
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about, for instance, the stress transfer mechanism from the matrix to the fibre and
fibre/matrix debonding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.2 Fractographs of glass/carbon/epoxy hybrid composites at surface treatment
levels of (a) 0%, (b) 10%, (c) 50% and (d) 100%, showing the influence of
fibre/matrix adhesion on the failure process.

The single fibre fragmentation technique can, however, not provide information about the
increased stress concentrations after an initial fibre failure, which is also important in
relation to the mechanical behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites, as mentioned above.
In this study it is tried to gain information about these stress concentrations using a rather
new technique similar to the single fibre fragmentation technique 22,23. Instead of using only
one single fibre embedded in a matrix, now several fibres are aligned parallel in the
matrix. By varying the inter-fibre distance it is possible to alter the stress concentration

4
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level and thus the failure process. At small spacings the increased stress concentrations
resulting from an initial fibre break can cause failure of a neighbouring fibre, i.e. fibrefibre interaction or coordinated failure occurs. At large spacings the stress concentrations
are not high enough to cause coordinated failure and the failure process will therefore be
governed by the flaw distribution of the fibres, i.e. random failure occurs. The
experiments, however, cannot give information about the actual stress concentration factors
at which coordinated failure occurs. In order to get this kind of information, the finite
element method is a useful tool. Therefore, in this report experiments on microcomposites
are combined with finite element calculations to obtain a deeper understanding about the
influence of an initial fibre break on the cumulative fibre failure process.

1.2

Scope of this report

In Chapter 2, the influence of the fibre/matrix adhesion on the failure phenomena
occurring during a single fibre fragmentation test is investigated for a carbon/epoxy
system. Valuable quantitative and qualitative data about debonding and the stress build-up
in the fibres is presented. Based on the data obtained, a hypothesis about the stress transfer
from the matrix to the fibre is made for the investigated carbon/epoxy system. In Chapter
3, a numerical simulation of the single fibre fragmentation test is performed to verify the
hypothesis made in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 is addressed to the increased stress
concentrations in neighbouring fibres after an initial fibre failure. The influence of the
inter-fibre spacing on the failure process is investigated both experimentally and
numerically. In the experiments, microcomposites were used containing several carbon
fibres parallel aligned in an epoxy matrix at various inter-fibre distances. In order to gain
more understanding about the stress situation in such a microcomposite model system,
results of finite element calculations will be presented. Finally, some overall conclusions
will be drawn in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
The Influence of Fibre Surface Treatment on the Failure
Process in Carbon/Epoxy Single-Fibre
Composites
2.1

Introduction

The strength and toughness of fibre reinforced materials is determined to a large extent by
the interface between the reinforcing fibres and the matrix. Therefore, since several years
the determination of the interface strength has been given much attention. Until now, there
is, however, no experimental technique available to directly determine the interface
strength. Consequently, in order to obtain information about the interface strength,
experimental techniques have to be combined with theoretical models.
Because of its simplicity and its potential to supply a wealth of qualitative and quantitative
information about the interface, a technique often used to obtain information about the
interface is the fibre fragmentation tese-s. In this test, a single filament, centrally
embedded in a dog-bone shape tensile bar, is subjected to a tensile load. When the shear
stress transferred to the fibre through the interface reaches the breaking stress of the fibre,
the fibre fails, see Figure 2.1. As the level of applied stress increases, the fragmentation
process continues until the fibre fragments have become so short that the transferred stress
is insufficient to reach the breaking stress of the fibre, i.e. the process is saturated. The
length at which it has just become impossible to reach the failure stress of the fibre is
called the critical length (0. From the remaining fragment length distribution, an
indication about the interfacial shear stress, and thus about the interface strength, can be
derived. Since, short fragments imply stress transfer by a high interfacial shear stress, and,
consequently, the interface strength must be high. On the other hand, long fragments
indicate stress transfer by a low interfacial shear stress, either due to a low interface
strength or a yielding matrix.
As mentioned above, to obtain a quantitative value for the interface strength, the
experimental data has to be combined with a model. In the literature, there are three
common models used, all based on describing the interfacial shear stress transfer from the
matrix to the fibre. The main difference between these models lies in the assumption for
the mechanical behaviour of the matrix. Cox 6 proposed a so-called shear-lag model in
which he assumed the fibre and the matrix to be in the elastic state. Kelly and Tyson7,
however, published a model in which an elastic fibre embedded in a plastically deforming
matrix was assumed. By linking the two models described above, Piggott8 included
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debonding in the fibre fragmentation model. In Section 2.2, the three models will be
discussed in more detail.

"4~f\J

"'Kzvvj
02tvvj
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I
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04 > 03 > 02 '.' 01

Figure 2.1

Schematic illustration of the fragmentaion
process, showing the axial stress profile
of the fragments at increasing stress. The
top figure shows the saturation stage.

Presently, there is no commonly accepted view on which of these models describes the
stress transfer during a fibre fragmentation test correctly9. Possibly, neither of the models
are correct, as indicated by Melanitis et al. lD with the aid of laser Raman spectroscopy.
Since the main issue is the lack of understanding of the phenomena occurring during a
fibre fragmentation test, the present investigation is aimed at getting more insight into the
test. In order to get this better understanding, the influence of the fibre/matrix adhesion on
the failure process was investigated. The level of fibre/matrix adhesion is determined by
the amount of reactive groups on the fibre surface. These reactive groups can be applied to
the fibre by a so-called oxidative surface treatment, which consists of for instance a heat
treatment in an oxygen environment. Qualitative microscopic observations of the fibre
fragmentation process revealed useful information on the failure mechanisms. In addition,
measurements of the final fragment length distribution and the final debonded length
clearly showed the influence of the fibre surface treatment on the failure process. Finally,
the results are used to evaluate the three stress transfer models described.
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2.2. Load transfer models
2.2.1 The Cox model
In this model, both the fibre and the matrix are assumed to be in the elastic state.
Furthermore, the following major assumptions were made 6,11,12: (i) the load transfer from
the matrix to the fibre depends on the difference between the actual displacement of a
point on the fibre/matrix interface, at a distance x from the fibre-end, and the displacement
of the matrix at that same point if the fibre were absent; (ii) a perfect bond exists between
the fibre and the matrix; (iii) there is no load transfer through the ends of the fibre; (iv)
the near surroundings of the fibre is of a cylindrical shape.
When a fibre of length I and diameter d, embedded in a matrix, is subjected to a
macroscopic strain (e) the axial fibre stress is given by:
a (x) = e-R = (E - E )e[l _ cosh(P(I/2 - x»]
I
/1
'I
m
cosh (PI/2)

(2.1)

where Ef and Em are the elastic moduli of the fibre and the matrix, respectively, ef is the
axial fibre strain, and ~ a constant defined as:
(2.2)

with v m the Poisson's coefficient of the matrix, and rm the radial distance from the fibre
axis at which the matrix strain is unaffected by the presence of the fibre 13,14. The
interfacial shear stress profile can easily be derived using a force balance and is given by:

't'(x)

= _dP_O_c(.....:;EI_-_E~m) sinh(PW2
4

Em

- x»

(2.3)

cosh (PI/2)

where 0c is the uniform stress applied to the composite. Both the axial stress and shear
stress profiles are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Axial stress (a) and shear stress (b) profiles along an embedded fibre under
longitudinal loading according to the Cox theory of stress transfer.
(Reproduced from Reference [12)).
As shown in Figure 2.2, maximum axial fibre stress exists in the region of the midpoint of
the fibre, and maximum shear is found at the fibre ends. For the maximum fibre axial
stress (onrox> and the maximum shear strength (t"~ for a fibre with a length equal to the
critical length (lc), the following equations can be found, respectively:
(2.4)

't

max (

x=O I
,

c)

[ sinh (P(lc/2» ]
= -dP
4 coshCP(lc/ » _ 1 a,(Ic)

(2.5)

2

where Of (lc) = 0f,max(x=lc /2), representing the tensile strength of the fibre at the critical
length.

2.2.2 The Kelly-Tyson model
In the literature l -5,9,15 the model of Kelly and Tyson is the most popular to calculate the
interfacial shear stress ("t"max)' In contrast to Cox, Kelly and Tyson assumed that the matrix
yields plastically7,12, which results in a constant interfacial shear stress. Using a simple
force balance, it can be derived that the stress in a fibre of length I at a distance x from
the fibre end is given by:
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(2.6)

The axial fibre stress profile and the shear stress profile are given in Figure 2.3. When it
is assumed that the failure stress of the fibre is reached at the critical length (lJ, Equation
(2.6) yields the following Equation for the interfacial shear stress 't:
(2.7)

where, C'Jf(lc) represents the tensile strength of the fibre at the critical length.
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Figure 2.3 Axial stress (a) and shear stress (b) profiles along an embedded fibre under
longitudinal loading, according to the Kelly-Tyson theory of stress transfer.
(Reproduced from Reference [12J).

2.2.3 The Piggott model
Piggott derived a model for the axial stress build-up in a fibre in which fibre/matrix
debonding was included8,12. It is assumed that upon straining an embedded fibre, the shear
stress eventually reaches a critical value ('tf ) at which the interface fails in shear. Then, as
the stress is increased further, a 'debond' region of length db forms at the fibre ends and
propagates inward such that the shear stress at the tip of the debond remains at 'tf . In
general, a constant frictional shear stress ('t j ) is assumed for the stress build up in the
debonded parts8,12. Similar to the model derived by Kelly and Tyson, the axial fibre stress
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in the debonded part is:
(2.8)

where "ti is the frictional shear stress. Similar to the model derived by Cox, the central,
perfectly bonded part of the fibre is assumed to be in the elastic state. Thus, with respect
to Cox's model, the axial stresses are the same as the stresses in a fibre of length I' = I 2db under an 'applied' stress 0' = 00 - 4db"tjd, because an axial stress of 4db"t/d is built
up within the debond region. Therefore Equations (2.1) and (2.3) hold with I' = I - 2db, 0'
= 00 - 4db"tjd and a new 'fibre end' at x = db:

-rex) = dP
4

l(E - E ) e - 4db't Jsinh(P(I'/2 - x'»
I

m

d

i

db <

X

< i-db

(2.10)

cosh (PI '/2)

The maximum attainable axial fibre stress (of, /IlQX) is reached in the middle of a fibre of
length Ie:

From Equation (2.10) the debond shear stress (tf) can be determined requiring "t(x

=db) =

"tf :

(2.12)

Equation (2.11) can be used to rewrite Equation (2.12) in such a way that an equation is
obtained with which the debond shear stress can easily be calculated from experimental
data:
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(2.13)

where a f (lJ = af,max (x = 1//2) and db(lc) is the debond length at the critical fibre length. It
can be seen that the debond shear stress can be determined by measuring the critical
length, lc' the length of the debonded zone at this critical length, db(lc)' and the fibre
strength at the critical length, a/Jc)' Further, a value for the frictional shear stress (-r;) is
required, which has to be estimated. With Equation (2.12), the Equations (2.9) and (2.10)
can be rewritten into a more accessable form:
A

I

(x) • 4db ~., + 4't/ [ cosh(Pl'/2) - cosh(P(I'/2 d
dP
sinh (PI '/2)
't(x) =

x~)]

did
b ~ X ~

- b

sinh(P(l'/2 - x~)
I
sinh(pl'/2)

(2.14)

(2.15)

't

The axial stress in the fibre and the shear stress along the fibre are plotted in Figure 2.4,
according to Equation (2.14) and (2.15), respectively.
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Figure 2.4 Axial stress (a) and shear stress (b) profiles along an embedded fibre under
longitudinal loading, according to Piggott's theory of stress transfer.
(Reproduced from Reference [12j).
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Experimental

A polyacrilonitrile-based intermediate modulus carbon fibre (Courtaulds, Apollo 1M 43750) was used. The fibres were unsized and, according to the manufacturer, had oxidative
surface treatment levels of 0%, 10%, 50%, 100% and 200%, where 100% is the
commercial surface treatment leveL The fibre strength at the critical length was estimated
using a one-parameter Weibull extrapolation from a strength-versus-Iength curve, obtained
with single filament tensile tests ll (see Appendix A). These tests also provided the Young's modulus of the fibres (285 GPa). With Scanning Electron Microscopy, the mean fibre
diameter was measured to be 4.9 {tm. As a matrix for the Single-Fibre Composite (SFC)
samples, an epoxy system consisting of a common diglycidyl ether of Bisphenol A
(DGEBA) epoxy (Ciba Geigy, LY 556) and a stoichiometric amount of poly(oxypropylene)tri-amine curing agent (Texaco Jeffamine, T-403) was chosen. The Young's
modulus of the matrix is 3.5 GPa, the strain at break is approximately 4.5%, and the
Poisson's ratio is estimated to be 0041. Using a simple shear test setup, a shear yield stress
of 36.7 MPa was measured for the epoxy matrix.
The SFC samples were manufactured by placing a randomly chosen filament in the cavity
of a dog-bone shape silicone mould. To minimize the influence of a different fibre pretension on the fibre fragmentation test result 16, all fibres were provided with a weight of
150 mg. After fixation of the filament with fast setting epoxy-based cement, the pre-heated
and degassed resin mixture (60°C, 400 Torr) was carefully injected into the mould with a
syringe. The samples were cured at room temperature for 24 hours, and post-cured at 75
°C for 16 hours. The relatively low curing temperature was selected to minimize thermal
shrinkage.
The fibre fragmentation tests were monitored in two ways: (i) In order to obtain
quantitative data, fibre fragmentation tests were performed on a universal tensile machine
(Frank 81565) equiped with an acoustic emission (AE) setup (Physical Acoustics
Corporation, Locan AT). By choosing appropriate AE settings and by using a low
strainrate (10·4sec·1), on-line monitoring of the fragmentation process was possible and,
moreover, the stage of complete fibre fragmentation could be determined, at which the
tensile test was stopped. After a period of approximately three weeks, the SFC samples
were investigated using a polarized-light microscope equipped with a TV camera and
monitor. The fragment length, the debonded length, and the length of the stressed area still
present, were measured. Then, for each surface treatment level, a fragment length
distribution was obtained based on the accumulated results of 5 to 8 SFC samples. (ii) In
order to obtain qualitative insight into the failure phenomena governing the fragmentation
process, the SFC samples were visually monitored during testing using a polarized-light
microscope. The SFC samples were strained using a hand-driven mini tensile tester which
was attached to the stage of the microscope. During straining of the samples, the failure
phenomena were recorded by means of photography or video.
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2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Birefringence observations
To gain insight into the fibre fragmentation test, the observations made at the different
levels of fibre surface treatment, viz. interface strength, will be presented first. In Figure
2.5, polarized-light micrographs taken at increasing strain levels are shown representative
for the treated fibres, i.e. the 10%, 50%, 100% and the 200% treated fibres. It is observed
that at the occurrence of a fibre rupture, a bright sheath of birefringence arises, indicating
highly stressed matrix areas. Upon further straining, this sheath continuously grows
towards the middle of the fibre. An important observation is that the birefringence pattern
of a fragment is very symmetrical for all surface treatment levels, i.e. the sheath of
birefringence has approximately the same length at both fibre ends. With respect to this
observation, the discussed models are correct, i.e. the stress build-up models given by
Equations 2.1, 2.6 and 2.14 are symmetrical around the fibre midpoint6,7,8. Another useful
observation made is that no fibre rupture occurs within the sheaths. This strengthens
Curtin's13 theoretical description of the fibre fragmentation process, which is based on a
so-called exclusion zone. It is assumed that in this exclusion zone the fibre cannot break
(see also Chapter 3). Consequently, only fragments with a length at least 4 times the
exclusion zone (or sheath length) can accommodate another break, which is also observed
experimentally.
Considering the untreated fibres, Figure 2.6 clearly shows that there is a significant difference between the untreated and the treated fibres. Where the treated fibres show high
birefringence activity, the untreated fibre hardly shows any birefringence due to extensive
debonding. Apparently, in the case of an untreated fibre the interface strength is very low.
A striking result is that a dramatic increase in fibre/matrix adhesion is already observed at
a surface treatment of 10%. Going to higher surface treatment levels, the failure process
remains similar, i.e. at the fibre break there is a small unstressed dark area due to fibre
recoil and, adjacent to that, a bright sheath of birefringence exists.
In Figure 2.7, polarized-light micrographs are presented which are taken approximately
three weeks after testing. For all fibre surface treatments, birefringence areas are, however,
still observed. These birefringence areas can only represent matrix areas in which plastic
deformation has taken place4 • Thus, using Figure 2.7 a good distinction between debonded,
causing elastic stresses only, and yielded areas can be made. Again, a large difference
between the untreated and the 10% treated fibre is observed. Where the untreated fibre
shows hardly any plastic deformation, the 10% fibre shows already a substantial amount of
matrix yielding. Both treatments also display a stick-slip kind of behaviour, apparent from
the alternating dark and light areas in the stress recovery region. Bascom and Jensen4 suggest that this stick-slip behaviour is caused by a heterogeneous surface, where the locus of
failure is at the fibre surface or in the sub-surface in some regions, and shear yielding of
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the matrix in other regions. Importantly, this implies that in some interface sections the
interface strength is less than, or equal to the yield stress of the matrix, which is approximately 36.7 MPa (obtained from simple shear tests on neat matrix material). Going from a
10% to a 200% surface treatment level, the stick-slip behaviour disappears. Consequently,
the interface strength becomes at least equal to the yield stress of the matrix at the
interface. Now, the local yielding of the matrix near the interface becomes the limiting
factor in the stress transfer.

Figure 2.5 Polarized-light micrographs of 50 percent treated Apollo 1M carbon fibre in
an epoxy matrix at increasing strain.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2.6 Polarized-light micrographs of SFC specimen at the saturation stage showing
the influence of fibre surface treatment; (a) 0% treated, (b) 10% treated, (c)
50% treated, (d) 100% treated and (e) 200% treated.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.7 Transmitted-polarized-light micrographs of SFC specimen taken 3 weeks after
testing showing plastic deformation in the matrix; (a) 0% treated, (b) 10%
treated, (c) 50% treated and (d) 100% treated.
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2.4.2 Acoustic emission
An important issue with respect to a quantitative evaluation of the data, is whether the
saturation stage has been attained during testing. In Figure 2.8, a representative AE plot of
the evolution of the fibre fragmentation process is presented. By selecting a threshold
value of 35 dB, we managed to keep the background noise at a very low level - an
occasional 1 or 2 hits - without losing any fibre rupture signal. In all cases, the failure
process starts at a strain of approximately 1.5% and proceeds up to a strain of 2.5% to
3%. Importantly, in all cases the saturation stage was reached before (macroscopic)
yielding of the matrix occurred. Furthermore, it was found that in the case of the treated
fibres, the AE counts were in good agreement with the visual counts of the number of
fragments, i.e. every failure was registered within an error of 1 or 2 breaks out of 40-50 in
total (depending on the level of fibre surface treatment). In the case of the untreated fibres,
however, the amount of hits was considerably larger than counted visually. Figure 2.9
shows that where only one amplitude cloud can be observed in the case of treated fibres,
an extra cloud at a lower noise level is present in the untreated case. It is believed that the
lower amplitude cloud is caused by debonding. To check this, the lower amplitude hits
were filtered from the total signal. Now, also for the untreated fibres the remaining
amount of hits was in good agreement with the visual count of the number of breaks.
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2.4.3 Length measurements
In Figure 2.10, the final fragment length distributions are presented. It is clearly shown
that going from a 0% treatment level to a 200% treatment level, the long fragments
present in the untreated case disappear, leading to a narrow distribution around a fragment
length of approximately 0.5 mm. As in the visual observations, the largest change takes
place going from a 0% to a 10% treatment level.
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A popular method to derive the critical length (lc) from the fragment length distribution is
to multiply the mean fragment length by 4/3: it is assumed that the lengths are uniformly
distributed between Ij2 and lc' with a mean lenght of (3/4)lc 17. Figure 2.10, however,
shows that the lenght distributions are far from uniform, as also reported by Henstenburg
and Phoenix18• The distributions are skewed towards smaller fragment lengths. Thus,
another route has to be found to obtain lc' From our experience, the Gamma-distribution is
found to fit all the data well. The expected value of the fitted Gamma distribution is
assumed to correspond with half the critical length, since a fragment with a length equal
to the critical length is expected to break into half. The resulting critical lengths are listed
in Table 2.1 and plotted in Figure 2.11. It shows that this is a rather good procedure, since
critical lengths are found which are approximately equal to the largest fragment lengths.
Figure 2.11 confirms our visual observations, since, again, a dramatic change is observed
going from a 0% to a 10% surface treatment level. This effect of a relatively mild surface
treatment is shown even better in Figure 2.12, in which the total length of the debonded
areas relative to the mean fragment length is plotted (see also Table 2.1). The length of
the debonded zone was measured approximately three weeks after testing, when a clear
distinction between the elastically stressed zones, i.e. debonding, and plastically stressed,
i.e. matrix yielding, could be made (see Figure 2.7). A 10% surface treatment causes a
substantial decrease in the debonded length, indicating an improvement of the fibre/matrix
interface strength. A further increase in surface treatment results in only a slight decrease
of both the critical length and the debonded length. At high surface treatment levels, the
critical length levels off at approximately 0.8 mm, whereas the debonded length levels off
at approximately 4% of the mean fragment length. This trend is confirmed by Baillie and
Bader19 and by transverse tensile experiments on unidirectional composites performed by
De Kok20 • Importantly, the levelling-off at high surface treatment levels strengthens the
idea that at high treatment levels the failure process is no longer governed by the interface
strength, but by the yield stress of the matrix at the interface.
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Table 2.1

Length measurement data and calculated shear stresses.
a e 1)
[GPa]

,;-COX
[MPa]

,;-Piggott
[MPa]

,;-Kelly
[MPa]

0.30

7.6

180

122

13

1.04

0.05

8.2

194

184

19

50

1.01

0.04

7.1

169

161

17

100

0.79

0.02

7.9

187

183

24

200

0.76

0.01

7.72)

183

182

25

Treatment

Ie

[%]

[mm]

db
[mm]

0

1.46

10

1) See Appendix A.
2) Mean value of the other treatment levels.

2.4.4 Interfacial stress transfer models
The interfacial shear stresses according to Cox, Kelly and Tyson, and Piggott, were
calculated with Equations 2.5., 2.7 and 2.12, respectively, and are listed in Table 2.1. With
respect to the influenced matrix area (rm) needed in the Cox and Piggott models, the
literature supplies values varying from 5 to 300 times the fibre radius 2,14. Here, r m was
given a value of 50 times the fibre radius, which is a reasonable value according to finite
element calculations (see Chapter 4). The frictional shear stress (,;;) in the debonded area,
needed in Piggott's model, was given a value of 10 MPa 18. In Table 2.1, it is shown that
both the elastic models, i.e. the Cox and Piggott model, give interfacial shear stresses
much higher than the plastic Kelly-Tyson model. In fact, the elastic models both return
values significantly higher than the yield stress of the matrix (37 MPa). This is, of course,
unrealistic, as also noticed by Melanitis et al. 8 • On the other hand, as expected from the
above discussion, the Kelly-Tyson model yields much more realistic interfacial shear stress
values. However, the calculated shear stresses are all well below the yield stress of the
matrix (37 MPa). Espacially in the case of untreated fibre, a very low shear stress is calculated (13 MPa). This can be explained by the fact that in the case of untreated fibre,
instead of matrix yielding fibre/matrix debonding takes place. Thus, the stresses in the
fibre are built up through the transfer of frictional shear stresses. The calculated value of
13 MPa is in close agreement with other values reported in the literature (10 MPa)18. With
regard to the treated fibres, there are two possible reasons why the calculated shear
stresses are lower than the experimental shear stress. First, the Kelly-Tyson model does
not include the debonding, which is found to occur at all surface treatment levels.
Secondly, and more importantly, the Kelly-Tyson model is a very simple model which
does not take into account the statistical and dynamic aspects of the ongoing fragmentation
process. In other words, one cannot expect to correctly describe a statistically based
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process with continuously changing yielding zones and fragment lengths, with one value
only, being the critical length. Therefore, in the Chapter 3 a numerical simulation of the
entire fragmentation process is performed, based on the principles of stress transfer via a
yielding matrix at the interface and a statistical fibre strength distribution.

2.5 Conclusions
The present work was aimed at gaining more insight into the failure processes occurring
during a fibre fragmentation test. By visually monitoring the fragmentation process, it is
shown that in the case of untreated fibres extensive fibre/matrix debonding occurs. A
surface treatment of only 10% of the commercial treatment level already results in a
dramatic increase of the fibre/matrix adhesion, as concluded from extensive yielding of the
matrix near the interface, and the strong decrease of both the critical length and the
debonded length. A further increase of the surface treatment level causes the fibre/matrix
adhesion to improve only slightly, since only a small decrease of the debonded length is
observed.
The untreated and the 10% treated fibres show stick-slip behaviour. This implies that in
some fibre/matrix interface regions, the interface shear strength is below, or equal to, the
shear strength of the matrix (36.7 MPa). At higher surface treatment levels, extensive
yielding of the matrix near the interface takes place. Here, the interfacial shear strength is
higher than the yield strength.
Importantly, it is found that the elastic models developed by Cox and Piggott are not able
to describe the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibre for the used carbon/epoxy
system. The Kelly-Tyson model is found to be better in accordance with physical reality.
Finally, it may be concluded that with the present load transfer models the fibre fragmentation test cannot provide an exact value of the interfacial shear strength for the used
fibre/matrix system, it can only provide a rough estimate with respect to the yield strength
of the matrix.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Simulation of the Single-Fibre Fragmentation
Test
3.1

Introduction

In Chapter 2, the influence of fibre/matrix adhesion on the failure phenomena of a single
carbon fibre embedded in an epoxy matrix was studied. It was found that an increase in
fibre surface treatment level resulted in a decrease in debonded length, thus leading to a
higher interface strength. Furthermore, and more importantly, based on the data obtained it
is believed that in the absence of matrix cracking, yielding of the matrix takes place near
the fibre/matrix interface. This implies that the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibre
through the interface can be partially described by the Kelly-Tyson model. Partially,
because the Kelly-Tyson model does not take the stress transfer in the debonded areas of
the interface into account, i.e. it only describes the stress transfer caused by the yielding
matrix. In order to validate the hypothesis of stress transfer through a yielding matrix, a
numerical simulation of the fibre fragmentation test is performed.
In the literature, several authors reported on numerical simulations of the fibre
fragmentation process l -5,8. The simulations are performed to obtain a deeper understanding
of the physical aspects governing the test. In general, the simulations focus on two main
objectives. First, it is tried to determine the in situ strength distribution of the fibres l -3, i.e.
the strength of the fibre in a matrix. In general, the fibre strength at the short lengths
existing in the fibre fragmentation process is estimated using a Weibull scaling based on
ex situ strength data of longer fibres in air (see Appendix A). Secondly, and more
importantly, it is tried to find a model for the stress transfer from the matrix to the fibre
via the fibre/matrix interface l ,4,5.
In general, the simulations are based on randomly placing flaws on a fibre according to a
Poisson distribution, either before4 or during the simulation l ,3,5. Each flaw is assigned a
certain strength according to, for instance, a Gaussian l or Weibu1l 3,5 distribution.
Subsequently, a step in the stress is applied and breaks are uncovered along the fibre.
Finally, the stress profile is calculated according to a stress transfer model, after which a
new step in the stress is applied. This process ends when no more breaks can be added to
the fibre, i.e. the saturation level is reached.
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Wagner et al. \ for instance, performed such a numerical simulation of the single-fibre
fragmentation test. Four different fibre-loading models were employed, amongst which the
Kelly-Tyson model. However, a matrix yield stress of 80 MPa was selected, which is a
reasonable value for the yield stress in uniaxial tension but which is rather high
considering the shear conditions present at the fibre/matrix interface. In addition, no
comparison was made between the model predictions and experimental data. Favre et al. 4
have made such a comparison. In their experiments, however, a different failure
mechanism occurred, i.e. matrix cracking instead of matrix yielding. Using the stress
transfer model developed by Piggott6 (shear-lag analysis combined with debonding), they
found a rather good agreement between the experimentally determined and calculated
interfacial shear stress. However, Favre et al. correctly stated that the good agreement
observed may be attributed to a properly selected coefficient of friction. Furthermore, as
already mentioned in Section 2.4, in the shear-lag analysis the interfacial shear strength
can be manipulated to a large extent by another fitting parameter, i.e. the matrix
equivalent radius? These issues make the results by Favre et al. 4 (at least) questionable.
For our simulations we made use of a numerical scheme recently developed by Curtin8 •
He derived an exact solution of the relationship between the fibre fragmentation process
and the underlying statistical fibre strength. Here, the fragmentation process is treated as a
random placement of non-penetrating hard rods on a line. Curtin8 showed this approach to
be very powerful for evaluating the Kelly-Tyson stress transfer model. In this Chapter,
numerical simulations of the fibre fragmentation test in the case of good adhesion (no
debonding) will be presented. In order to make the comparison between experimental and
numerical results easier, some of the equations presented by Curtin were modified.

3.2

Simulation procedure

First, the basic principles and the assumptions made in the exact theory proposed by
Curtin will be briefly discussed. For an extensive discussion of the model, we refer to the
original paper of Curtin8 •
In the description of the fibre fragmentation test, Curtin makes use of a so-called stress
recovery zone b. In this stress recovery zone, the tensile stress in the fibre recovers from
zero at the fibre break to the undisturbed stress a over a length b (see Figure 2.1). Using a
simple force balance over the fibre, the following equation for b can be derived:

4f6 't(x)dx

o(a) = -

d

(3.1)

0

where x represents the distance from the fibre break, d is the fibre diameter, and -rex) is
the shear stress. So, b depends on the shape of -rex) and on a. However, in the case of a
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constant shear stress, i.e. a plastically yielding matrix, the length of the stress recovery
zone is influenced by the undisturbed stress level (cr) only:
(3.2)

Equation 3.2 shows that if ,;(x) is constant, an increase in the applied stress results in an
enlargement of the stress recovery zone, and, more importantly, it does not result in
increased stresses within the 'old' stress recovery zone (see Figure 2.1). Consequently, any
surviving flaw positioned within a stress recovery zone cannot possibly break at any
applied stress, i.e. the stress recovery zone acts as an exclusion zone. Hence, at an
undisturbed stress level cr, a new fibre break can only occur at a distance b(cr) from
another fibre break, resulting in a minimum fragment length of 2b(cr). The important
implication of the exclusion zone assumption is that a fragment with a length less than
2b(cr) remains unaltered, i.e. it will never break again. With respect to the validity of this
exclusion zone, in Section 2.4 it is found that an exclusion zone indeed exists and that the
minimum fragment length measures twice the stress build-up zone. Consequently, the
assumption made with an exclusion zone seems to be justified.
Based on the stress recovery zone principle, Curtin developed a procedure to calculate the
fragment length distribution as a function of the applied stress. The theory is based on
dividing the fibre fragments into two parts: (i) fragments formed by breaks separated by
more than 2b(cr) at the current stress level cr, and (ii) fragments smaller than 2b which
were formed at an earlier stress level cr' <cr when a shorter b(cr')<b(cr) existed. Since the
fragments in part (ii) are shorter than 2b, they will remain unchanged during the rest of
the test. These fragments are stored in a distribution function PR(x). The fragment
distribution in part (i) (all fragments larger than 2b) is similar to a problem described by
Widom9, namely the random placement of N equisized hard rods on a line of length L,
constrained not to overlap. The statistics and distribution functions of this problem have
been solved elegantly by Widom, who called this process "sequential random addition".
Hence, for part (i), the fragment length distribution as a function of the break density
n=N/L and the stress recovery length b, is known exactly and is denoted P(x;n,b). Further,
with respect to the removed fragment distribution function Pix), Curtin showed that this
removed distribution function Pix) is determined solely by the known function P(x;n,b).
The relationships derived by Curtin to describe the number of breaks (N), the remaining
length (L), the length of remaining fibre able to incorporate a break (L), and the removed
distribution function Pix) as a function of the applied fibre stress cr are as follows:

dL

do

= _ N ~ P(~;n,~) d~
do

(3.3)
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= - N p(a;n,a)

do
L*

+ j{0,L *)

= Nf" (x-2a)p(x;n,a)dx
za

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

where f{0,L) represents a fibre strength distribution term, and bDO denotes the Dirac
delta-function. The initial conditions of the differential equations are L(0=0) = LT> N( 0=0)
= 0 and Pio=O) = O. The distribution functions p(x;n,b) and P(b;n,b) are discussed in
Appendix B. For the strength distribution term f{0,L) a uni-modal Weibull distribution is
assumed:
*
j{o,L)

L *p ° JP
=Lo 00 (00

-l

(3.7)

where L o is the fibre length associated with the scale parameter 0 0 and b is the Weibull
modulus. In order to make a more straightforward link with the experiments possible L o is
accommodated into 0 0 , which gives:
j{o,L *)

= L * ~(~lP-l

(3.8)

00 00

where 0*0 = ooLollP • These differential equations can be solved easily using a numerical
procedure. In this report the MATIAB code was used 10. More detailed information about
the simulation procedure can be found in Appendix B.

3.3

Model parameters

The simulation programme requires for the input of five parameters, being the fibre length
LT> the fibre diameter d, the Weibull shape and scale parameters p and 0 0 , respectively,
and the interfacial shear stress 'to A survey of the tested specimen resulted in a mean L T of
20 mm. The mean fibre diameter was 4.9 !Jill (see Section 2.3). For the interfacial shear
stress 't, the yield stress of the matrix under shear conditions was taken. Using a simple
shear test setup, a shear yield stress of 37 MPa was measured for the epoxy system used
in Chapter 2. This value is in good agreement with the value one would obtain by
applying the Von Mises yield criterion on the uniaxial tensile yield stress (64 MPa/v'3=37
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MPa). In the simulations, both the Weibull parameters as well as the interfacial shear yield
stress were varied to investigate their influence on the fragment length distribution and the
number of fibre breaks.

3.4

Results and discussion

Before comparing the experimental data with the model predictions, first the influence of
the shear stress and the Weibull shape- and scale-parameters on the fragment length
distribution as well as on the amount of fibre breaks, is discussed.

3.4.1

Influence of model parameters

In Figure 3.1(a), the final fragment length distribution P is given for various values of the
interfacial shear stress 'to It can be seen that a higher shear stress results in a shift of the
fragment distribution to smaller fragment lengths, and, at the same time, changes from a
broad distribution into a very narrow distribution. Obviously, an increase in 't results in a
decrease of the fragment length. A higher shear stress 't builds up the stress in the fibre
faster, resulting in more fibre breaks and, hence, shorter fragments which will be (naturally) more uniform in length. This is also shown in Figure 3.2, in which the failure evolution as a function of the applied axial fibre stress <J is plotted for various values of 'to The
influence of the Weibull shape parameter p on the fragment length distribution P, is given
in Figure 3.1(b). This graph shows that the shape of the fragment length distribution function is influenced by the Weibull shape parameter p. An increase in p results in a decrease
of the large-fragment-Iength section only, narrowing the distribution function without
shifting the short length section towards smaller lengths. Finally, at high p an almost
uniform fragment length is reached. Considering the Weibull scale parameter <Jo, a decrease in the amount of fibre breaks with increasing <Jo might be expected since <Jo more or
less represents the strength of a chain element of length L o. Figure 3.1(c) indeed shows
that an increase in <Jo results in a shift towards larger fragment lengths, i.e. less fragments,
accompanied by a broadening of the peak.
Until now, we have seen that the distribution function, and therefore the amount of breaks,
can be controlled with the interfacial shear stress 't, and the Weibull scale and shape
parameters <Jo and p, respectively. In the calculations, the Weibull character of the
simulation is significantly present, as is clearly shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure,
Weibull plots of the cumulative fragment length distribution function (F) as a function of
the fragment length are given for the various parameters investigated. It shows that p
determines the shape of the final fragment length distribution, whereas <Jo and 't determine
the position of the distribution function, i.e. the mean fragment length.
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The dependance of the fragment length distribution on (a) the interfacial
shear stress (p = 4, 00 = 5500 MPa), (b) the Weibull shape parameter (t
= 35 MPa, 00 = 5500 MPa), and (c) the Weibull scale parameter (p =
6.67, 't = 35 MPa).
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3.4.2 Fitting the data
Now that the influences of the three governing parameters (p, 00 and 't) on the failure
process are known, it is relatively easy to fit the experimental data. Since it is assumed
that no debonding takes place, experimental fibre fragmentation test data of a 100%
surface treated carbon fibre in an epoxy resin is used (see Chapter 2). This carbon/epoxy
system displays good fibre/matrix adhesion and thus a negligible amount of debonding.
In Figure 3.4, the experimentally obtained cumulative fragment length distribution is
plotted for the 100% treated Apollo-1M carbon fibre case (see Chapter 2). This plot
consists of the cumulated data of five fragmentation tests. In Figure 3.5, the cumulative
failure probability plot is transformed into a Weibull-type of plot. From such a plot it is
possible to determine the Weibull shape parameter using the calculated curves in Figure
3.3(b). The in situ Weibull shape parameter obtained in the fragmentation test is 4, which
compares with the ex situ shape parameter of 6, as determined experimentally in Appendix
A by tensile testing of fibres in air. The disagreement between the in situ and the ex situ
Weibull shape parameter is also reported by Gulino and Phoenix ll . Clearly, the ex situ
failure data are not always relevant to fibres within a composite.
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Knowing the Weibull shape parameter, the Weibull scale parameter and the shear stress
have to be fitted to the experimental data. This is done by simply varying the shear stress
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for a range of scaling parameters using the fitted p. As shown in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(c),
the solution is enough sensitive towards both the Weibull scaling parameter and the shear
stress. By fitting the calculated curves onto the experimentally found curve, several
possible 00 - 't combinations are found (see Figure 3.6). Using the experimentally
determined ex situ value for 00 at Ie (7900 MPa, see Table 2.1), a yield stress of approximately 52 MPa is obtained. This value is, however, rather high compared to the
experimentally determined value of 37 MPa for the case of matrix yielding. On the other
hand, if we use Figure 3.6 to find the corresponding 00 at a shear stress of 37 MPa, a
value of 5500 MPa is found. Again, also for the scale parameter 00 the in situ value is
significantly lower than the ex situ value. Baillie and Bader12 also reported similar large
differences between in situ and ex situ values for the Weibull scale parameter. Therefore,
an in situ Weibull scale parameter of 5500 MPa and an in situ Weibull shape parameter of
4 seem to be correct in the case of a shear yield stress of 37 MPa.
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Finally, with all variables known, the simulation was performed once more. The calculated
fragment length distribution is compared with the experimentally obtained distribution in
Figure 3.7. Although the two curves do not coincide perfectly, there is a good agreement.
Besides a prediction of the fragment length distribution also a prediction of the total
number of fibre breaks can be made. Using the final fit parameters, the calculated number
of fibre breaks is 48. Experimentally, the average number of breaks is 51, which is in
close agreement with the model prediction. Therefore, the assumption of stress transfer by
a locally yielding matrix seems justified for this fibre/matrix system.
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It is expected that an even better agreement might be observed when also debonding is

taken into account. In his paper, Curtin8 also reported on so-called bilinear stress recovery
simulations, in which the debonding concept developed by Piggott6 was implemented. In
this concept, debonding is modelled in such a way that from a certain stress level on,
being the debond stress, only the debonded length increases upon further loading,
preventing further yielding to occur. However, as shown in Chapter 2, it is found that,
although nearly correct for untreated fibres, this concept is erroneous in the case of treated
fibres. Here, debonding starts at the moment of fibre rupture over a length depending on
both the current stress level and the adhesion level. In contrast to Piggott's model 6, upon
further stress increase yielding of the matrix takes place. This concept of debonding
should not be too difficult to simulate with Curtins' numerical procedure. In order to
experimentally verify the simulation results, information about the debonded length as a
function of the corresponding stress level is needed.
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Conclusions

Using the concept of a plastically yielding matrix a good agreement is found between
experimental single-fibre fragmentation test data of a system based on a surface treated
carbon fibre in epoxy and the numerical simulations. Not only the fibre length distribution
is calculated correctly, but also the number of fibre breaks is in close agreement with
experimental results. Therefore, it is believed that in the absence of fibre/matrix
debonding, i.e. good fibre/matrix adhesion, stress transfer from the matrix to the fibre
takes place via a plastically yielding matrix.
The three main parameters governing this model, being p, 00 and "t, influence the final
fragment length distribution as follows. The shape is determined by the Weibull shape
parameter, p, only. An increase in p results in a more narrow distribution. The Weibull
scale parameter, 00 and the interfacial shear stress, "t, both determine the position of the
length distribution function, i.e. the mean fragment length. An increase in "t results in
smaller fragments, whereas an increase in 00 results in larger fragments.

°

Finally, it was shown that the ex situ determined Weibull parameters of a fibre as obtained
from tensile tests in air are higher than the in situ determined parameters of a fibre
embedded in a matrix.
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Chapter 4

Fibre-Fibre Interactions in Multi-Fibre Microcomposites:
An Experimental and Numerical Investigation
4.1

Introduction

When a unidirectional fibre-reinforced composite is subjected to an axial load, the total
load is divided between the components, i.e. the fibres and the matrix. Since the fibres are
extremely stiff compared to the matrix, most load is carried by the fibres. To predict the
axial strength of a unidirectional composite, it is therefore commonly assumed that the
composite will fail at a strain equal to the failure strain of the fibres, (&f)u. Assuming that
the strains of all components are equal and that Hookean behaviour is valid, the following
model for the axial strength of a unidirectional composite can be derived:
(4.1)
where V is the volume fraction, E is the Young's modulus, and the subscripts c, m and f
represent the composite, the matrix and the fibre, respectively. However, it is commonly
accepted that this model gives a too simplistic view of the axial strength of fibrereinforced composites. First, most fibres do not have a uniform failure strain, as assumed
in the above model. It was clearly shown in Chapters 2 and 3 that they have a distribution
of failure strains, commonly described with a two-parameter Weibull distribution l -3•
Secondly, in reality the failure process in a composite is much more complicated than the
breaking of fibres alone, as assumed in the model described above. It is a complex
combination of micro-level damage events, such as fibre breaking, interfacial debonding
and matrix cracking.
An important issue with respect to the axial strength of composites is the redistribution of
stress after fibre failure has occurred. In the broken fibre, the stress is build up from zero
at the break to the applied stress in the middle of the fibre over a certain length, i.e. the
so-called ineffective- or stress recovery-length (see Figure 2.1). Since the broken fibre is
less effective in carrying the applied stress, the adjacent fibres are exposed to increased
stresses (see Figure 4.1).
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Schematic of the stess profiles
in a broken and a neighbouring fibre.

The ineffective length and the stress concentrations in the adjacent fibres can be calculated
analytically, using numerous assumptions. Rosen4 , for instance, calculated the ineffective
length of a broken fibre using a shear-lag type of analysis. By representing a
unidirectional composite by a two-dimensional array of layers of links with a length equal
to the ineffective length, he predicted the axial strength of a composite using a statistical
weakest-link approach. In his model, he assumed that both the fibre and the matrix are
elastic materials, and, most importantly, that in each layer of links uniform stress exists
(equal load sharing). With respect to the latter assumption, an improvement of Rosen's
theory was made by Zweben5• In this model, higher stresses in fibres adjacent to a break
were included (local load sharing), calculated analytically by Hedgepeth and Van Dyke6 •
Consequently, the adjacent fibres have a higher failure probability, resulting in a lower
composite strength compared to Rosen's model 4 • In the calculations of the stress
concentration factors, Hedgepeth and Van Dyke6 assumed that only the fibres carry the
applied stress, while the matrix only acts as a medium to transfer the stress to the fibres
without supporting the stress itself. Furthermore, Hedgepeth and Van Dyke's results are
only valid for high fibre volume fractions. An improvement of Hedgepeth and Van Dyke's
two-dimensional theory was given by Ochiai et al. 7, who included the stress carrying
possibilities of the (elastic) matrix and the effect of the fibre volume fraction on the stress
concentration factor in the neighbouring fibres. A further refinement was recently made by
Nedele and Wisnom8 , who performed three-dimensional finite element calculations on a
three-dimensional array of fibres. For a unidirectional composite with a fibre content of 60
volume percent, they found stress concentrations much lower than those calculated using
the above mentioned analytical models.
However, in order to get more insight into the actual effect of an enhanced stress situation
in the fibres adjacent to a broken fibre on the further damage process, it is necessary to
perform not only calculations but to combine these calculations with experiments. In the
past, Rosen4 and Zweben 5 for instance, performed experiments on planar arrays of glass
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fibre bundles in epoxy to verify their statistical models. These experiments, however, do
not provide information about the size of the effected stress zone around a fibre break in
which the stress concentrations are sufficiently high to overrule the influence of randomly
distributed flaws along the fibre, causing failure of neighbouring fibres and thus
enlargement of the damaged area. Recently, microcomposites containing a two-dimensional array of several fibres in a matrix were found to be able to supply this information9•
In our investigations, experiments with such microcomposites were performed to
determine the affected zone around a fibre break. Qualitative observations combined with
quantitative data were used to determine the size of the effective stress enhancement zone
around a fibre break. In addition, three dimensional finite element calculations were
performed to calculate the ineffective lengths and the stress situations in the adjacent
fibres in such microcomposites. By combining the experimental results with the finite
element calculations, it should be possible to gain a better understanding of the damage
process in an axially loaded composite. Section 4.2 and 4.3 are addressed to the finite
element calculations. The experimental procedure to manufacture the model composites
and the obtained results are given in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5. Finally, the experimental
and finite element results are compared in Section 4.6.

4.2

Finite element analysis

4.2.1

The mesh

Three-dimensional mesh representations of the multi-fibre microcomposites were generated
and calculated with the MENTAT pre- and post-processor and the MARC finite element
package 10. The used mesh is depicted in Figure 4.2. Due to the high computational
intensity, the mesh contains only three fibres, i.e. one fibre containing a break and two
adjacent fibres.

Figure 4.2 Three-dimensional mesh representation of the microcomposite.
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Because of symmetry considerations, the mesh needs to describe a quarter of the broken
fibre, and half of the adjacent fibres only. Depending on the inter-fibre distance, up to
8616 eight-noded isoparametric brick elements were used. The fibre/matrix interface is
assumed to be perfect and is therefore modelled by coincident nodes. Fibre rupture is
modelled by removing a layer of fibre elements at z=O. Six inter-fibre distances were
modelled: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 fibre diameters. In all cases, the axial length and thickness
of the mesh was 50 and 4.5 diameters, respectively. For the one-fibre diameter case, a
mesh with these dimensions was found to give an economic solution with respect to reliability and computation time. Larger meshes gave more or less identical results but require
considerably more computer time (see Appendix C).

4.2.2

Boundary conditions and applied load

The applied boundary conditions are as follows. The matrix and the fibres adjacent to the
break are fixed in the z-direction at z=O. The nodes in the yz-plane at x=O are fixed in the
x-direction, and the nodes in the xz-plane at y=O are fixed in the y-direction (see Figure
4.3). To load the composite, an axial displacement equivalent to 1% strain is applied in
the z-direction at the far end of the model, away from the fibre break. The axial fibre
stresses are normalized with respect to the undisturbed stresses far away from the break,
giving stress concentration factors.

i i
i I

III i

Figure 4.3 Boundary conditions.

4.2.3

Material properties

The carbon fibre (Courtaulds Apollo 1M) is assumed to be transversely isotropic, where
the plane of isotropy is the radial hoop plane. The longitudinal modulus (ET) was
determined from single-fibre tensile tests (see Section 2.3), whereas the other material
properties were supplied by the manufacturer ll . The six independent material properties are
listed in Table 4.1. The matrix is assumed to be either linear elastic or elasto-plastic, using
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a Von Mises yield criterion for the calculation of the yield stress. The tensile modulus and
the tensile yield stress were taken from tensile experiments on an epoxy system consisting
of a common diglycidyl ether of Bisphenol A (DGEBA) epoxy resin (Ciba Geigy LY556)
with a stoichiometric amount of a poly(oxy-propylene)diamine curing agent (Texaco
Jefamine T-403). The Poisson's ratio was estimated.

Table 4.1 Material properties.
Property •

Fibre

Matrix

Er. [Gpa]

285

3.5

ET [Gpa]

9

3.5

GLT [GPa]

4.46

1.24

G rr [GPa]

15

1.24

V LT [-]

0.3

0.41

vrr [-]

0.01

0.41

cry [MPa]

65

E = Young's modulus, G = shear modulus, v = Poisson's ratio, Oy = tensile yield stress.
The subscripts Land T indicate longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively.

4.3

Finite element analysis results

4.3.1

Influence of matrix plasticity on the stress situation

Figure 4.4 shows the influence of matrix plasticity on the axial stress recovery in a broken
fibre, at an inter-fibre distance of one fibre diameter. In this graph, two values for the
ineffective length are drawn. In general, the ineffective length is defined as the length over
which the axial stress recovers to a certain percentage, usually 90% or 95%, of the
undisturbed axial stress far away from the break8 • It is observed that the ineffective length
in the elasto-plastic case is slightly larger than in the elastic case. The effect of matrix
plasticity on the stress situation in the first adjacent fibre, is given in Figure 4.5.
Surprisingly, the maximum stress concentration in the elasto-plastic case is found to be
significantly higher than that in the case of elastic matrix behaviour.
In Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, the shear stress patterns along the fibre/matrix interface of
the broken fibre and the first adjacent fibre, respectively, are plotted for both the elastic
and the elasto-plastic matrix. Along the broken fibre, local yielding of the matrix near the
fibre break is observed in the elasto-plastic matrix. For the elastic case it is found that the
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shear stress along the first adjacent fibre is significantly lower than the shear stress along
the broken fibre. In the elasto-plastic case, the shear stresses are of the same order of
magnitude. Similar to the axial stresses, the shear stresses along the first adjacent fibre are
higher for the elasto-plastic case than for the elastic case.
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Figure 4.4

The influence of matrix
plasticity on the stress
recovery in a fibre.

Figure 4.5

The influence of matrix
plasticity on the stress
situation in the first
adjacent fibre.
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Influence of inter-fibre distance on the stress situation

In Figure 4.8, the axial stress profiles of the first adjacent fibre are depicted for the
various inter-fibre distances calculated. Due to limitations with respect to computation
time no axial stress pattern was calculated for inter-fibre spacings larger than eleven fibre
diameters. The stress profiles calculated for the second adjacent fibre were found to be
inaccurate and are therefore omitted. The erroneous results are most probably due to the
influence of the amount of matrix adjacent to the second fibre on the stress situation in the
fibre. This issue is discussed in more detail in Appendix C.
Figure 4.9 shows the influence of the inter-fibre spacing on the maximum stress
concentration factor in the first adjacent fibre. The values are also listed in Table 4.2. It is
found that increasing the inter-fibre spacing from one to eleven fibre diameters results in a
decrease of the maximum stress concentration factor, k, from 1.143 to 1.024 in the firstadjacent fibre.
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Table 4.2 Calculated maximum stress
concentration factors in the first
adjacent fibre (k).
Fibre spacing

k

[<i']

[- ]

1

1.143

3

1.081

5

1.056

7

1.041

9

1.031

11

1.024
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Experimental

In the experiments, unsized intermediate modulus carbon fibres (Courtaulds, 100 %
surface treated Apollo 1M 43-750) were used. For every multi-fibre microcomposite
sample, five fibres were positioned parallel at a predefined inter-fibre distance using a
technique developed by Wagner and Steenbakkers 12• Figure 4.10 shows a schematic
representation of the fibre positioning device. The inter-fibre distance was varied from 3 to
20 fibre diameters, which corresponds with a distance of 15 to 100 pm. To exclude the
influence of differences in fibre pre-tension on the failure process, each fibre was supplied
with a weight of 150 mg. After adjusting the inter-fibre spacing, the fibres were fixed in
the cavity of a dogbone-shaped silicone mould with fast-setting epoxy cement.
Subsequently, pre-heated and degassed epoxy resin (60°C, 400 Torr) was carefully injected into the mould. The resin consisted of a common diglycidyl ether of Bisphenol-A
epoxy (DGEBA) (Ciba Geigy, LY556) and a stoichiometric amount of poly(oxypropylene)triamine curing agent (Texaco, Jeffamine T-403). The samples were cured at
room temperature for 24 hours, and post-cured at 75°C for 16 hours.
With the obtained microcomposite samples multi-fibre fragmentation tests were performed.
One part of the samples was used to gather qualitative information about the failure
process, by monitoring the fibre breakage process using a polarized-light microscope
equipped with a hand-driven mini tensile tester. The other part of the samples was used to
obtain more quantitative information about the failure process. These samples were
strained at a strainrate of 10-4 sec·1 on a Frank 81565 tensile machine, while monitoring
the fragmentation process with an acoustic emission setup (Physics Acoustic Corporation,
Locan AT). This enabled us to determine the saturation stage of the fragmentation process,
which is essential for obtaining quantitative results 12•13 • After testing and unloading, the
positions of the fibre breaks were registered using a polarized-light microscope.

Figure 4.10 Schematic representation of the
fibre positioning device.
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Experimental results

In Figure 4.11, polarized-light micrographs of the stress patterns resulting from the failure
process are presented for three inter-fibre distances, i.e. 3, 7 and 20 fibre diameters. The
photographs were taken after complete saturation of the failure process, i.e. the fibres can
not accommodate another break, and after releasing the strain. From these obselVations it
can be concluded that at inter-fibre distances larger than approximately nine fibre diameters, the fibre breaks are more or less randomly distributed. In contrast, at inter-fibre
distances smaller than nine diameters a more or less band-like distribution of fibre breaks,
i.e. coordinated failure, occurred, which is in good agreement with obselVations of Jones
and DiBenedett0 9•
A quantitative analysis of the distribution of breaks was made by registering all of the
break positions, followed by grouping the breaks by taking a certain break distance
criterion, see also Figure 4.12. As a criterion, 15% of the critical length of the sample
under consideration is taken. As will be shown in Section 4.6, this criterion is more or less
the calculated affected stress zone resulting from the finite element analysis. The result of
such an analysis is presented in Figure 4.13. It clearly shows that in the case of an interfibre distance of 3 fibre diameters, most fibre breaks are highly coordinated, i.e. 50% of
the breaks are aligned with the maximum of five breaks at the same axial position. At
increasing inter-fibre distances the coordination diminishes, and thus the failure pattern
becomes more random. The transition from random failure to coordinated failure occurs at
an inter-fibre distance of approximately nine fibre diameters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11

Polarized-light micrographs of microcomposite contazmng five 100%
treated carbon fibres, showing the influence of inter-fibre spacing on the
failure proces; (a) 3 fibre diameters, (b) 7 fibre diameters and (c) 20 fibre
diameters.
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4.6

Discussion

4.6.1

Influence of matrix plasticity

Similar to Nedele and Wisnom s, plasticity is found to result in a larger stress recovery
zone. This can be explained by local yielding of the matrix near the fibre break, as shown
in Figure 4.6. Since a yielded matrix is less efficient in transferring the stress from the
matrix to the fibre, the stress in the fibre is built up slower. The larger stress recovery
length of the broken fibre in the case of an elasto-plastic matrix, i.e. less efficient stress
transfer, is also reflected in the stress concentration profile of the first adjacent fibre. As
shown in Figure 4.7, in the elasto-plastic case the shear stress along the first adjacent fibre
to build up stress in that fibre, is higher. Therefore, plasticity results in higher stress
concentration factors (Figure 4.5).
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An important issue with respect to the absolute value of the stress concentrations in the
fibres, is a realistic shear stress level. As mentioned before, the stress concentrations in the
adjacent fibres are highly dependent on the shear stress level. In Figure 4.6 it is shown
that the calculated yield stress under shear is approximately 36 MPa, which is similar to
the experimentally determined yield stress of the matrix under shear conditions (36.7 MPa,
see Chapter 2). Consequently, the calculated stress concentration factors are considered to
be correct. At an inter-fibre spacing of one fibre diameter, the maximum stress
concentration factors for the elastic and the elasto-plastic case are 1.106 and 1.143,
respectively. An analytical solution of the multi-fibre model system is provided by Oichiai
et al. 7 They developed a two-dimensional model in which the matrix is elastic and
partially carries the stress. At an inter-fibre spacing of one fibre diameter, their model
yields a maximum stress concentration factor of approximately 1.3, being much higher
than our calculated value (1.106) for the three-dimensional finite element model.

4.6.2

Stress concentration factors

The maximum stress concentration factor in the adjacent fibre is located at the level of the
fibre break, i.e. at x=O, as is well known 6,7. From the axial stress plots of the first adjacent
fibre, shown in Figure 4.8, it can be concluded that the length of the mesh is sufficient,
i.e. for all inter-fibre distances, the undisturbed stress level is reached within 50 fibre
diameters from the break. For instance, at an inter-fibre spacing of three fibre diameters
the nominal stress level in the first adjacent fibre is reached after approximately 30 fibre
diameters (150 pm). This equals 19% of the experimentally measured critical length (790
pm, see Chapter 2).
The maximum stress concentrations in the first adjacent fibre are rather high when
compared with the results reported by Nedele and Wisnom s. They investigated a threedimensional hexagonal array containing 60 volume% fibres, i.e. an inter-fibre distance of
0.23 fibre diameters, and found in case of matrix plasticity a maximum stress
concentration factor of 1.054. We, however, find a value at least as high as 1.143. The
large difference can be explained by two reasons. First, they considered a threedimensional array, whereas we consider a two-dimensional array. In a three-dimensional
array, the stress around a fibre break is spread over more fibres than in a two-dimensional
array, lowering the stress concentrations. Secondly, they used a tensile yield stress of 130
MPa, which is rather high compared to our 65 MPa. As discussed earlier, a high yield
stress results in better stress transfer, thus lowering the stress concentrations in the first
adjacent fibre.
The enhanced stress concentrations in a fibre adjacent to a broken fibre may cause rupture.
Here, important issues are the inter-fibre spacing, and the stress concentrations at which
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such influenced rupture takes place. The experimental results indicate that at inter-fibre
spacings of less than nine fibre diameters, coordinated failure occurs, i.e. failure due to an
adjacent fibre breakage. At inter-fibre spacings of more than nine fibre diameters, failure
is dominated by the statistical flaw distribution along the fibres, yielding random failure.
The finite element calculations show that at an inter-fibre spacing of nine fibre diameters,
the maximum stress concentration factor in the first adjacent fibre is 1.031. Consequently,
a three percent higher stress level seems already sufficient to give fibre-fibre interaction.
With decreasing inter-fibre spacings the maximum stress concentration factor increases
rapidly, resulting in extensive coordinated failure at an inter-fibre spacing of three fibre
diameters, as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.13.

4.6.3

Enhanced failure probability

A more accurate way to interpret fibre-fibre interaction, is to calculate the enhanced
probability of failure for the adjacent fibre. This enhanced failure probability is defined as
the probability of failure of the adjacent fibre relative to the probability of failure of a
fibre of the same length subjected to the nominal fibre stress. The enhanced probability of
failure can be calculated using a Weibull based integration of the axial stress curve along
the fibreS. According to the weakest-link Weibull approach, the probability of failure (P)
for a fibre of a certain length (L) is given by:
(4.2)

°

where is the applied stress, 00 is the Weibull scale parameter and p is the Weibull shape
parameter. For the different inter-fibre spacings, the probability of failure (P) is evaluated
over a length of 50 fibre diameters using the calculated stress profile and the in situ
Weibull parameters determined in Chapter 3 (00 5500 MPa, p 4). The probability of
failure of the whole fibre is given by the product of the probabilities for all the fibre
length increments, i.e. elements. The stress variation along the fibre is taken constant over
every element. The resulting ratios of the enhanced probability of failure for the different
spacings are given in Table 4.3. It is found that the enhanced failure probability is significant, even at an inter-fibre spacing of eleven fibre diameters. At the critical inter-fibre
spacing of nine fibre diameters the enhanced failure probability of a fibre adjacent to a
broken fibre is 5%. Similar to the calculated maximum stress concentrations, the enhanced
failure probabilities are rather high when compared to Nedele and Wisnoms. They report a
value of 1.014 for the enhanced failure probability for the first adjacent fibre in case of an
elasto-plastic matrix, whereas we obtained values up to seven times higher. Based on their
findings, Nedele and Wisnom s conclude that stress concentrations at fibre breaks may play
a much smaller role in tensile failure then generally believed. Our multi-fibre
microcomposite experiments show that in the case of a two-dimensional array of fibres

=

=
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these stress concentrations playa significant role. For example, at an inter-fibre distance of
three fibre diameters 50 percent of the breaks are coordinated with the highest level possible, i.e. in each of the five parallel aligned fibres breaks are located at the same axial
position.

Table 4.3 The enhanced probability offailure.
Fibre spacing

4.7

[<1>]

Enhanced probability
of failure [-]

1

1.083

3

1.070

5

1.060

7

1.053

9

1.047

11

1.042

Conclusions

Matrix plasticity significantly influences the stress situation in the fibres adjacent to a fibre
break. Different from the case of an elastic matrix, in the case of matrix plasticity local
yielding in the vicinity of that fibre break takes place. Consequently, less effective stress
transfer results, causing significantly higher stress concentrations in the adjacent fibre. In
the first fibre adjacent to a broken fibre, enhanced stresses can be expected along a
distance of 50 fibre diameters from the fibre break. At inter-fibre spacings less than nine
fibre diameters, these enhanced stresses cause fibre-fibre interaction or coordinated failure,
i.e. failure due to a break in an adjacent fibre. At inter-fibre spacings of more than nine
fibre diameters, random failure occurs, dominated by the statistical flaw population on the
fibres. At the critical inter-fibre spacing of nine fibre diameters, the maximum stress
concentration factor in the adjacent fibre is 1.031 yielding an enhanced failure probability
of 1.047. Decreasing the inter-fibre distance to one fibre diameter causes the maximum
stress concentration factor and the enhanced probability of failure in the adjacent fibre to
increase to 1.143 and 1.083, respectively. Although these values are high compared to
values reported in previous studies, they are strongly supported by the experimental
findings.
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Conclusions
Failure phenomena in carbon/epoxy fibre-reinforced composites were investigated by
varying the fibre/matrix adhesion, i.e. fibre surface treatment, in single filament
fragmentation experiments. It is shown that a treatment of 10% of the commercial
treatment level already results in a substantial decrease in fibre/matrix debonding,
indicating a substantial increase of the fibre/matrix interface strength. A further increase in
fibre surface treatment improves the interface strength only moderately. Visual monitoring
of the fragmentation process revealed that extensive matrix yielding takes place at the
fibre/matrix interface. It can therefore be concluded that the elastic stress transfer models
developed by Cox and Piggott cannot describe the failure process during the fragmentation
test. On the other hand, the plasticity model by Kelly and Tyson is in better accordance
with physical reality, as also shown in a numerical simulation of the fragmentation
process. Importantly, the concept of stress transfer by a locally yielding matrix implies that
the fragmentation test cannot provide an explicit value for the fibre/matrix interface
strength for this fibre/matrix system, it can only provide a value for the interface strength
with respect to the local shear yield strength of the matrix.
A numerical simulation of the fragmentation process using the concept of a yielding
matrix near the fibre/matrix interface showed good agreement with the experimental data.
Furthermore, it showed that the fragmentation process is influenced by the flaw
distribution of the fibre, i.e. its Weibull parameters, and the shear yield strength of the
matrix. It is also found that the ex situ, i.e. measured in air, determined Weibull
parameters of carbon fibre are higher than the in situ parameters, i.e measured inside a
matrix.
The enhanced stresses due to an initial fibre break were investigated both experimentally
and numerically. Microcomposites containing several parallel aligned carbon fibres in an
epoxy matrix showed that at inter-fibre spacings less than nine fibre diameters these
enhanced stresses cause fibre-fibre interaction or coordinated failure. At inter-fibre
spacings more than nine fibre diameters random failure occurs, dominated by the statistical
flaw population of the carbon fibres. Finite element calculations of the microcomposites
using an elasto-plastic matrix showed that at the critical inter-fibre spacing of nine fibre
diameters, the maximum stress concentration factor in a fibre adjacent to a break is 1.031,
leading to an enhanced failure probability of 1.047. The finite element calculations also
revealed that matrix plasticity significantly influences the stress situation in the fibres.
Compared to an elastic matrix, plasticity increases the stress concentrations in the fibres
adjacent to a break.
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Appendix A

Fibre Strength
It is common knowledge that the tensile strength of (brittle) high strength fibres is
dependent on its size and hence its length. The longer the fibre, the higher the probability
of a critical flaw and thus the lower the strength. It has been shown that for carbon fibres
this strength-length dependency can be satisfactorily described by the Weibull theoryl.2. In
the following, first a short discussion of the Weibull theory of fibre strength will be given.
Secondly, experimental data of the length-strength relationship of the used carbon fibres
will be presented.

A.I

The Weibull theory

A mathematical model commonly used to describe fibre strength is the classical weakestlink model2,3.4. In this model, a fibre is represented by a chain consisting of several links,
each having a particular strength. Now, it is assumed that failure of the weakest link, i.e.
the most serious defect, results in immediate failure of the total chain. The fracture process
is therefore of a perfectly brittle nature. Furthermore, it is assumed that the defects are
homogeneously distributed along the filament and that this strength distribution is of the
same form as between individual filaments.
According to the weakest-link model, the cumulative probability of failure of a single link
at a certain stress 0, PI (0) is coupled to the cumulative probability of failure of the whole
in the following way:
chain (P(

0»

[l-P(o)] • [l-Pz<o)]n

(A. 1)

where n is the number of links needed to describe the fibre. In other words, the probability
of non-failure of the chain is equal to the probability of the simultaneous non-failure of all
the links. For very large n, Equation A.1 can also be written as:
P(o) • 1- exp[ - nP,(o)]

(A.2)

Since n is proportional to the length L of the filament, Equation A.2 can be rewritten as:
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(A.3)
where L o is a reference length equal to the link-length. For the cumulative probability
distribution function of the links at a stress a (PI (a)) Weibull provided a very successful
power-law relationships:
(A.4)

where au represents a threshold below which the failure probability is zero, as is a scaling
parameter and p is a shape parameter known as the Weibull modulus. A high value of the
shape parameter means that the flaw distribution is very narrow, in other words, the flaws
are of similar strength. Likewise, a small value of the shape parameter means that the
strength of the flaws is well spread. Combination of Equation A.3 and A.4 finally gives
the cumulative strength distribution of a fibre:
(A.S)

where a o = asL o1/m , representing the new scaling parameter. In the literature Equation A.5
is known as the three-parameter Weibull distribution (p, au' ao). This three-parameter
Weibull distribution can be used when it is assumed that the fibre has a certain minimal
strength. However, in the literature au is usually taken equal to zero, resulting in the twoparameter Weibull distribution:

(A.6)

A simple method to check whether the Weibull model is applicable is to make use of a
rewritten form of Equation A.6:

In[-In(l-P(a)]· pln(a) - pln(aol + In(L)

(A.7)

If the Weibull treatment is appropriate, experimental data plotted in the form of In[-ln(1P( a))] against In(a) should give a straight line with slope p and intercept pln(ao) + In(L).
In such a Weibull plot the probability of failure Pi for the ilh strength is estimated with the
following estimator:
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(A.8)

Pi = - - -

N + 1

where N is the total number of specimens tested.
The mean fibre strength,

(Jw,

at a certain length L is given by:

a = a L -lIp

r(l 1.)

(A.9)

+

WOp

where r is the gamma function. When it is assumed that p and
fibre length L, Equation A.9 can be rewritten as follows:

(Jo

are independent of the

(A. 10)

As reported by Asloun et at. \ fairly good estimations of the fibre strength at a length te
can now be made by plotting In( (Jw) against In(L), resulting in a straight line with slope
(-lip). In practice this method requires the determination of the mean fibre tensile strength
at a range of gauge lengths.

A.2

Fibre strength at the critical length

The axial strengths of the various carbon fibres used at gauge lengths varying from 5 mm
to 200 mm, were determined using the gripping method described in ASTM D-3379. Each
monofilament was carefully extracted from the yam bundle and glued on a cardboard
frame using epoxy resin (Bisonkit Kombi Snel). The cardboard frame had a span length
equal to the desired gauge length. The frame, holding the monofilament, was clamped in a
Frank 81565 universal tensile machine and the cut-away parts were removed carefully.
According to ASTM D-3379, the strainrate was such that failure occurred within 1-1.5
minutes (depending on the gauge length 0.5 mm min-I - 1.0 mm min ol). About five
monofilaments were tested at each gauge length.
In Figure A.l, a representative Weibull plot acccording to Equation A.7 is presented,
showing that the Weibull theory is applicable. In Figure A.2 the length-strength
dependencies of the several carbon fibres used is plotted according to Equation A.lO.
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Figure A.l

Weibull plot of a 100% surface treated
carbon fibre (Courtaulds Apollo 1M 43750) at a gauge length of 10 mm.
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Figure A.2

The influence of fibre length on the strength in air for various surface treatment
levels.
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Appendix B

Some Aspects of the Fragmentation Test Simulation
Procedure
In this appendix a more detailed description of some important aspects of the simulation
procedure developed by Curtin 1 is given. First, the fragment distribution P(x; n,c» is
discussed. Secondly, some numerical aspects of the simulation will be reviewed. Finally,
the programme listing is given.

B.I

The fragment distribution function P(x; n,6)

As already discussed in Section 3.2, the fragment length distribution of the entire fibre is
divided into two parts: (i) the fragment distribution P(x; n,c», which contains all the
fragments with a length longer than 2c>, and (ii) the fragment distribution PRCx), which
contains all the fragments with a length smaller than 2C>. Curtin noticed that the fragment
length distribution P(x; n,c» at a fragment density n and recovery length C>, is comparable
to a problem investigated by Widom 2 : the random placement of N hard rods of length C> on
a line of length L, but constrained not to overlap. Because these rods cannot penetrate, the
minimum centre-to-centre distance is C>. Similarly, no rod can be inserted between two
rods separated by less than 2C>.
The desired distribution function P(x; n,c» is related to Widom's distribution of gaps q(x;
nc» by:
P(x; n,a)

= - 12 q(x;na)

(B.l)

na

in which q is given by:
q(x· ,,)

,

= 2 Jor\jT(,,~e -(xl"
=

ljT2(,,) e -(xl" -

- l).("~d,,'

(B.2)

2)1jI(,,)

ljT'(,,)

with'll =
by:

nc> the dimensionless packing density and the function 'P('ll) defined implicitly
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"

=

(1/1

(

(tl-e-

Jo exp -2Jo

s

8
)

tis dt

(B.3)

Widom derived that the two functions required to solve the differential Equations 3.3 to
3.6 are related to the function 1jJ as follows:

(B.4)

and:

L*
L

= Nf"(X-2~)P(x;n,~)dx
L

26

= _1_

(B.5)

ljr/(,,)

= <1>(,,)
The function 1jJ(ll) is shown in Figure B.1, and was obtained by inverting the numerically
determined integral in Equation B.3. With 1jJ(ll) in hand, the functions q(b; nb) and <!>(ll)
could be calculated easily using Equations B.4 and B.5. Both functions are also plotted in
Figure B.1. One thing to notice is that as the break density increases, the fraction of
available space for adding new breaks (LolL) decreases and finally becomes zero at the
'jamming' density. In the simulation routine, the functions q(b; nb), 1jJ(ll) and <!>(ll) were
used in the form of look-up tables.
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Figure B.l

(a) '!'('YJ) versus 'YJ according to Equation B.3. (b) q(b;'YJ) versus 'YJ according
to Equation B.2. (c) <!>('YJ) versus 'YJ according to Equation B.5.
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Rescaling

To facilitate the calculations, Curtin 1 rescaled the length by the recovery length bR, and the
stress by OR' defined, respectively, as follows:

lS

daR

R

=-

4't

)I/(P + I)
2 't'
a = -a p
R
( d 0

(B.6)

where d represents the fibre diameter, 't is the shear stress, 00 is the Weibull scale
parameter, and p is the Weibull shape parameter.
Rewriting Equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 using the dimensionless variables yield the following
equations used in the numerical scheme:

L'
-dL' = --q(lS,,,)
do'

a'

L'
-dN = --q(lS,,,)
2
do'

dPR(x;lS)

do

+ L 'et>(,,)pa' P-I(lSJo~)

(8.7)

0

L'
= -q(lSj")
d0 2

where ' denotes the non-dimensionalized parameters. In these equations, 'YI is calculated
according to:
"

in which it is used that b' =

B.3

=

N
L

n5 = -lS

=

N
L'

-a'

(8.8)

0'.

Final fragment length distribution

In Section 3.2 it was discussed that at each point of the failure process, the total fragment
distribution can be calculated by adding the removed fragment length distribution PR to the
fragment distribution of the unremoved part P(x; n,b). Since we are interested in the final
fragment length distribution only, we can confine ourselves to the final 'removed'
fragment distribution PRo For, when at the end of the failure process (no more breaks are
added to the fibre) the applied stress is increased further, all fibre fragments are eventually
moved to PRo The cumulative fragment length distribution can therefore be calculated as
follows:
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(B.9)

with Nt the final total amount of fibre breaks. Finally, the final fragment length
distribution is given by:

p

=

dF

do

(8.10)
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Programme listings

B.4.1 The main programme 'GEARJOB.M'
%•••••••••_•••_----_._--------------_._----_._•••_._.--------------------------_._••••_••_---------------_••_._._------------_••_••_.

% GEARJOB.M, Calculation of the evolution of the number of breaks in a strained single filament
% specimen using linear stress recovery. First, the 'remaining fibre length'(I) and the 'remaining
% number of breaks (n) are calculated. Secondly, the evolution of the total number of breaks is
% calculated (see paper of W.A. Curtin).

%-------------_._._.._

__._-_

_ __

_---------_

_--------

clear, clg, clc
global Q PHI ETA DR RHO SR SO_CORRECTED ETA_q
%.__._---------------------_._.._ _
% DATA INPUT

%----------_.._ _.._---_ _._-----_

_.•_----------_

_.......•.._._----------_._

_._-_

RHO=4;
TAU=36.7;
SO=55OO;
D=4.ge-3;
1=20;
load q.dat
load tab.dat
Q=q(:,:);
PHI=tab(:,[1,3]);
clear tab
clear q

%------------_._------------------_ _

_.•._------------_._._-_._-----------

_---_.__.__

_------------_..- .

% Weibul modulus [-]
% Interfacial shear strength [MPa]
% Weibul scale·parameter [MPa]
% Fibre diameter [mm]
% Embedded fibre length [mm]
% Table of q versus II
% Table of '!' and <p versus II

_-_

_

_.._---------_._ _-------------------_ _---

% Solving the coupled differential equations for F,N and P using 'gear'. The equations are normalized
% according to Curtin.

%._._._------------_._------------_

__._--------_.._

SR=(2*TAU*S0IlRHO/D)II(1/(RHO+1));
DR=D*SR/(4*TAU);
SO_CORRECTED=SO/SR;
ETA=O;
xO=[VDR,O,O]';
[t1 ,x1 ]=gear('fungear',[1 e-15 4],xO,[1 e-6, 4/1000,
tot=x1 (:,2)+x1 (:,3);

_._.-----------_._ _---------------------_.._.._.

% Stress scaling factor [MPa]
% Length scaling factor [mm]

% [.]
% Boundary conditions for FUNGEAR

4/1000] );

%--------------_••_._._._-_••._------------------------_.....__..... _-_._-_._----------------------.--_._--~---------------------_ ••_.
% Determination of the end of the fragmentation process. The ending is reached at the point at which
% the growth of the amount of breaks is smaller than 0.5, or the derivative < 0.5. Also, the phi, psi
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% and eta are calculated at that specific point (q).
%••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_------_.._._-----------------------------------------------_._----------------_••••_--------------------for q=1:1 :length(x1)
if x1 (q,2)./x1 (q,1).*t1 (q) <= 0.7476/(1 +.5/x1 (q,2))
O=q;
else
break
end
end
ETA_q=x1 (0,2)/x1 (0,1 )*t1 (0)

%._-------------_.._--------------_.._-----------------------------------_.__.._-_._---------------.----_._-------------------------_.
% Calculation of the final fragment length distribution.

%---_._-----------------------------------------_._--------_._._--------------_.-._-----------_._------------------------------_._--

F=x1 (:,3)/x1 (2*0-1 ,3);
dPr=diff(F) ./diff(t1);
for b=1:1 :length(dPr)
if dPr(b) < max(dPr)
B=b;
else
break
end
end
Pmax=t1 (B+1)*DR

% Cumulant of fragment distribution

A=[t1*DR F];
B=[1 e-15:0.1 :t1 (length(t1 ))*DR]';
C=table1 (A,B);
dC=diff(C) ;
clear A;

%--_._----------------_._----------_.__.__..__._--_._---_._._-------------------_.._---_._------_.__._--------_._.._-------------_._-% Graph generation

%-----_._-_._---_....__._--_._--------------------_._.--------_.---._------------_..-----_._._--------------._.._--------------------

subplot(221 )
plot(t1 ,tot)
xlabel('Dimensionless Stress [-J')
ylabel('N [·n
tnle('Fibre Failure Evolution')
grid on
subplot(222)
plot(log(t1 (1 :2*0)*DR), log(-log(1-F(1 :2*0))));
axis([-2 0 -7 2])
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xlabel('Ln(fragment length)');
ylabel(1n[-In(1-F) J') ;
title('Fragment Length Distribution');
grid on
subplot(223)
plot(t1 (2:length(t1))*DR, dPr/DR);
xlabel('Fragment Length [mm]');
ylabel('P [on;
title('Final Fragment Length Distribution');
grid on
subplot(224)
bar(B(2:length(B)) ,dC)
xlabel('Fragment Length [mm]');
ylabel('Frequency [-J');
title('Fragment Length Distribution');
grid on
orient tall

%-------------------------------------_.__.._.._------------------------_

_.._-_._ .._----------------------------_._------------

%Saving of main variables

%-----------------------------------------------------.._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

%save fit.mat t1 F dPr Q DR tot -ascii

%--------------------------------------------------_.-_..._._---------------------_._-_._---------------------._---_._---------------B.4.2 The subroutine 'FUNGEAR.M'

%----------------------_._._------------_.._-----_...-------------------------------------------------------.._---------------------% FUNGEAR.M. The 3 differential equations which describe the fibre fragmentation test (see Curtin).
%The functions are used in the main programme 'GEARJOB.M'.

%------------------------------_._-------_._----_.__.-...._.._------------------------.._-_..._---------------------._._-------------function [sys,xO] = fungear(t1,x1,u,flag);
global Q PHI ETA DR RHO SO_CORRECTED
if nargin-=4
if nargin==O
f1ag=O;
else
error('Wrong number of input arguments...')
end
end
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num=1;

if abs(flag) ==1
% If flag=1, return state derivatives, xDot
dummy=O;
sys=[·x1 (1 )*1able1 (Q,x1 (2)/x1 (1 )*11 )/t1 ;
-x1 (1 )*1able1 (Q,x1 (2)/x1 (1 )*11 )/t11\2+x1 (1 )*1able1 (PHI,x1 (2)/x1 (1 )*11 )*RH0*111\(RHO-1)/...
(1/DR*SO_CORRECTEDI\RHO);
x1 (1)*1able1 (Q,x1 (2)/x1 (1 )*11 )/t11\2];
ETA=x1 (2)/x1 (1 )*11
elseif flag == 0
%Return initial conditions
1
sys = [3'0'3'3'0'0
» , , J''
xO=[200,O,O];
else
sys=D;
end
%----_._••••_••_------------_._-----_•.•.•..•.....•.••••__•••••••••••..••.•._.•.....•..•••_-------_••••••.••..•••_•••_----_._-----_••••
I

,
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Finite Element Mesh Considerations
e.l Mesh sensitivity
For the elasto-plastic case, the influence of the mesh size was investigated in both the
thickness direction, i.e. the y-direction, and the length direction, i.e. the z-direction (see
also Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Using a mesh 70 fibre diameters long, and an inter-fibre spacing
of one fibre diameter, the thickness direction was varied from 0.5 to 5.5 fibre diameters.
The 70 fibre diameter long mesh was found to give good results in previously performed
(elastic) calculations. The results of the thickness variation are shown in Figure C.l. It is
found that the first adjacent fibre is much more mesh sensitive than the second adjacent
fibre. Based on reliability versus computation time considerations, a mesh thickness of 4.5
fibre diameters was chosen. In order to further diminish the computation time, a mesh
length of 50 fibre diameters was considered. This mesh gave similar results as the 70
diameters long mesh, see Table c.l. Therefore, the mesh used in our actual calculations
was 50 fibre diameters long and 4.5 fibre diameters thick.
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Table G.l

C.2

Influence of mesh length on the maximum stress
concentration factor in the first adjacent fibre
(kl) and the second adjacent fibre (k2).

Mesh length
[<1>]

k1
[- ]

k2

50

1.1426

1.0612

70

1.1424

1.0619

[- ]

Second adjacent fibre

Although the solutions for the first adjacent fibres are found to be reliable, this is not the
case for the second adjacent fibre. This is mainly due to the mesh sensitivity in the xdirection, i.e. the question what amount of matrix material is needed next to the second
adjacent fibre, away from the break. In Figure C.2, the problem is depicted. For an interfibre spacing of nine fibre diameters, two situations were calculated, namely with and
without the second adjacent fibre. In the latter case the excess matrix was removed also, in
order to resemble the amount of matrix next to the second adjacent fibre in the first case.
It is clearly shown that two different solutions are found. In the absence of the second
adjacent fibre the maximum of the stress concentration curve is shifted away from the
fibre break. In Figure C.3 it is shown that similar observations were made for the stress
concentration curves of the second adjacent fibre. It is therefore concluded that the stress
concentration factors of the second adjacent fibres are unreliable. Further investigations are
necessary.
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